Jhang, Se-Eun, Sungkuk Kim, and Yilian Qi. 2018. Lexical bundles in ESP writing: Marine accident investigation reports. Linguistic Research 35(Special Edition), 105-135. Previous research on lexical bundles produced by native versus non-native English speakers has been mostly carried out within the academic domain, yet it is not fully understood in ESP context. This study investigates the construct of lexical bundles in the genre of marine accident investigation reports (MAIR).Through comparison of lexical bundles used by L1-English versus L1-Japanese professionals in MAIR, differences between two groups are clearly displayed. It is found that compared with English reporters, Japanese professionals employ a considerably wider range of four-word bundles, exhibit an overuse tendency in almost all structural patterns and functional types and adopt different strategies to construct lexical bundles and fulfill discourse functions. Some similarities are also discovered between the two groups of writers, which are believed to reflect the special characteristics of MAIR genre. (Korea Maritime and Ocean University·Sungkyunkwan University·Dalian Maritime University)
Introduction
As a type of multi-word units retrieved through a frequency-driven approach, lexical bundles are recurrent continuous word sequences that largely straddle the boundary between lexis and syntax, functioning as "basic building blocks of discourse" (Biber and Barbieri 2007: 270; Biber, Conrad, and Cortes 2004: 371) . The prevalence of lexical bundles in discourse has prompted a multitude of studies with various research interests, including the studies of lexical bundles and disciplinary variation, such as disciplines from pure sciences and social sciences (Hyland 2008b) ; comparison of lexical bundles in different discourse contexts, such as textbooks versus classroom discourse (Biber and Barbieri 2007; Biber, Conrad, and Cortes 2004) ; and the production of lexical bundles among different populations, such as learners versus experts (Cortes 2004; Hyland 2008a ) and native speakers versus non-native speakers (Chen and Baker 2010; De Cock 2000; Römer 2009 ). For the analysis of lexical bundles produced by native versus non-native English speakers, a review of relevant literature shows that most studies have been carried out within academic prose.
These studies have found that there exist great differences between two groups of writers in their academic written work, although the extent of the differences varies due to different research designs (Chen and Baker 2010; De Cock 2000; Erman 2009; Granger 1998; Howarth 1998; Lewis 2009; Römer 2009 ). However, very little research on lexical bundles analysis in native/non-native writing exists in the ESP context. We suggest that it is valuable to conduct such a study, given the fact that English, as a leading lingua franca, has been used as a device for a wide range of professions and it is a common practice that many written documents are produced by non-native speakers of English. Understanding lexical bundles constructed by both native and non-native English speakers in ESP genre-based writings not only provides evidence on variations in language use, but also helps better understand the ESP genre in which these writers participate. Therein lies the intended contribution of the current research. In this study, we chose the marine accident investigation reports (MAIR) from the maritime domain as the target ESP writing, and put particular focus on comparing the use of lexical bundles by L1-English versus L1-Japanese professionals. Through qualitative and quantitative comparison of the overall structural and functional patterns of lexical bundles employed by these two groups, this study set out to explore whether the use of lexical bundles by Japanese writers deviates from native English speakers' norms in MAIR. Thus, we investigate the following research questions:
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2) What are the differences between lexical bundles used by L1-English versus L1-Japanese professionals in MAIR in terms of discourse functions? By answering the above questions, we hope to raise the readers' awareness on the existence of varieties within the MAIR genre, and more importantly, gain insights into the formulaic nature of MAIR discourse, which can serve as a starting point for learning and teaching practice.
Previous research on the use of lexical bundles by native vs. non-native English speakers

Studies conducted in the EAP context
The researchers' interest in the use of lexical bundles by native and non-native English speakers has been greatly inspired by one of Sinclair's earliest studies (1991) , where he found that native speakers are highly dependent on the use of prefabricated word chunks in writings while non-native speakers showed lack of phraseological capabilities. Such a finding was further confirmed by multiple subsequent studies which have been launched either within various discourse contexts or with human subjects from different language backgrounds. For instance, De Cock (2000) analyzed the construction of lexical bundles by non-native English speakers from a perspective of second-language learning and found that L2 users of English often rely on L1 transfer in lexical bundle constructions, which results in misuse of lexical bundles in the case that there is no match between L1 and L2, and overuse of constructions with shared L1 equivalents. Unlike De Cock, Chen and Baker (2010) compared the use of lexical bundles by native and non-native speakers without considering the issue of language transfer. Instead, they carried out a 3-way comparison among L1-English students, L1-English experts and L2-English students. Their results indicated that L2 students exhibited a tendency towards overusing and underusing certain types of lexical bundles that are typical in academic prose, 108 Se-Eun Jhang ･ Sungkuk Kim ･ Yilian Qi although there were relatively fewer differences between L1 and L2 student writing than the differences between students and experts. Other researchers have also undertaken studies of lexical bundles focusing on L1 versus L2 distinction, most of which have found that the overuse, underuse and misuse of lexical bundles are characteristics of L2-English writing (e.g. Ädel and Erman 2012; Cortes 2004; Nekrasova 2009; Pan, Reppen, and Biber 2016; Schmitt 2004 ).
From the above, we can see that the significance of competence in using lexical bundles for both native and non-native speakers has been highly emphasized in academic genre.
Studies conducted in the ESP context
Similar to academic writings, it is also important to understand the nature of how lexical bundles are used by authors from different linguistic backgrounds in ESP genre-based writings. However, the existing literature shows that it has not received much attention and importance, as compared to the same type of research in EAP genre. To date, investigation of lexical bundles in the ESP context can be found in research such as Jablonkai (2010) , Breeze (2013), Jhang and Lee (2013) and Grabowski (2015) , among others. These studies were primarily designed to identify the characteristics of lexical bundles in a particular genre or text type rather than look into the variations in use of lexical bundles produced by different groups of writers. To be specific, Jablonkai (2010) explored lexical bundles in EU documents. Jhang and Lee (2013) and Lu, Lee, and Jhang (2017) analyzed clusters and key clusters in a Maritime English corpus. The study of Grabowski (2015) provided insights into the constructs of lexical bundles within English pharmaceutical discourse, while Breeze (2013) merely attempted to understand the nature of lexical bundles in four different legal genres without discussing the impacts that the writers' linguistic backgrounds had on the use of lexical bundles.
Drawing on the previous research, the present study seeks to fill this research gap through comparison of lexical bundles constructed by English versus Japanese professionals in MAIR. The reasons for choosing MAIR as the target ESP genre-based writing will be given in the following section.
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Data and methodology
MAIR is an essential written text type among all the maritime-related writings, since safety issues are always one of the greatest concerns in maritime domain. To prevent and avoid marine accidents, MAIR is required to be provided in each accident investigation. Overall, it functions as a platform where experts can report investigation findings, explain the causes of the accident and express recommendations for other vessels. Close observation of MAIR in different cultural contexts points out its various aspects and dynamic nature. In another words, the MAIR conducted by professionals from different countries displays notable differences in terms of report format, length, narrative styles and linguistic features, etc. Therefore, the value of comparing the use of lexical bundles across the subsets of the MAIR genre lies not only in providing an overall understanding of MAIR discourse, but it also raises the report readers' awareness of the varieties existing within this genre.
Two study corpora
Two MAIR corpora were compiled for the purpose of this study. One corpus, labeled MAIR-EN, consists of British marine accident investigation reports, representing native English writings, as it has been commonly recognized as the standardized format for MAIR. These documents can be freely accessed from the official websites of the U.K. Government (https://www.gov.uk/maib-reports).
Another corpus, labeled MAIR-JP, is comprised of English marine accident investigation reports written by native-Japanese professionals. The data in the MAIR-JP corpus was derived from the entire collection of the English reports available on the official website of Japan Transport Safety Board (JTSB, https://www.mlit.go.jp/jtsb/marrep.html), all of which were explicitly identified as the English translations of the Japanese original investigation reports. 1 Therefore, these could be considered representative of the Japanese writers' productions. 2 Additionally, since the data in the MAIR-JP corpus were chosen 1 As noted in the JTSB website, the English version report has been translated and issued by JTSB to make its reading easier for those English speaking people who are not familiar with Japanese. 
Size of corpora
As shown in Table 1 , both study corpora are not large in size, this is especially true with the MAIR-JP corpus. Despite their small scales, we can assume that the sizes are sufficiently suitable and the two study corpora are representative for investigating the use of lexical bundles in the MAIR genre respectively because descriptive linguistics should not be intimidated by the 'need' for larger corpora (Biber 1990) . Rather, smaller corpora are more suitable than large multi-million word corpora to identify linguistic patterns in ESP contexts (Grabowski 2015; Koester 2006) .
It is also noticeable that there exists a disparity in size of two study corpora.
The MAIR-EN corpus is much larger than MAIR-JP corpus. Therefore, the frequency of lexical bundles in both corpora was normalized to a rate per one that the English reports in MAIR-JP are only the translation versions of Japanese reports written by translators but not maritime professionals, this claim could be problematic. But we will not go into this discussion here. million words for comparison across two corpora.
Analysis procedures
Lexical bundle identification
The first step of the analysis was to generate a list of lexical bundles in both of the study corpora. This selection process is guided by several key criteria, namely, the length of bundles, the cut-off frequency criterion and the dispersion threshold. As for the length of lexical bundles, only the four-word bundles were considered in the present study. This is partly because the four-word scope offers a more readily recognizable range of structures and functions, which could be good discriminators of registers (Cortes 2004; Hyland 2008; Scott and Tribble 2006) . Another reason is that it is the most favored length for writing studies (Chen and Baker 2010) . Its prevalence therefore allows us to compare our data with that used in other genres, such as academic prose (Biber and Barbieri 2007; Biber, Conrad, and Cortes 2004; Cortes 2004; Hyland 2008) . All the candidate four-word combinations were automatically retrieved by the cluster setting function of Wordsmith 6.0 software (Scott 2016) .
With regard to the frequency threshold, the cut-off point for our study is set at 40 times per million words, a moderately high frequency threshold used in most of the previous lexical bundle studies (Biber and Barbieri 2007; Bernardini, Ferraresi, and Gaspari 2010; Gaspari 2013; Goźdź-Roszkowski 2011; Jukneviciene 2009; Pan，Reppen, and Biber 2016) . This standardized frequency is equivalent to a raw frequency of 74.1 times in the MAIR-EN corpus and 29.3 times in the MAIR-JP corpus, as shown in Table 2 . As two corpora in this study are different in size, there exists possibility that "the cut-off frequency would lose its expected impartiality after being converted into raw frequencies" (Chen and Baker 2010: 32) . In order to prevent loss of impartiality, we then rounded down these two numbers to 74 and 29 respectively and converted them into normalized frequency again. It was confirmed that the corresponding normalized frequencies after rounding were the same as the originally reported frequency threshold (39.6 and 39.9 can both be rounded up into 40), as shown in Table 3 . Raw and corresponding normalized frequency thresholds adopted
As the last criterion for lexical bundle identification, dispersion threshold is used to avoid idiosyncrasies from individual writers/institutions (Biber, Conrad and Cortes 2004) . In this step, we followed Hyland's (2008a) observation that the lexical bundles have to occur in at least 10% of all texts in the corpus. Therefore, we identified all the four-word bundles occurring in more than 19 different texts from the MAIR-EN Corpus and 5 texts from the MAIR-JP corpus.
Filtering out process
The second step of the analysis dealt with domain-specific and overlapping bundles, since the presence of these items has been considered to "inflate the results of quantitative analysis" (Chen and Baker 2010: 33) . According to Chen and Baker (2010) , overlapping bundles could be categorized into two types: (a) complete overlap and (b) complete subsumption. The term "complete overlap"
denotes that two overlapping 4-word sequences that shared the same occurrences are indeed derived from one extended 5-word combination; another situation is that two or more overlapping bundles occur with varying frequencies, but the As for domain-specific bundles, the decision made here is different from other research in which elimination has been recommended (Chen and Baker 2010; Hyland 2008; Pan, Reppen and Biber 2016) . In this study, we decided to keep these bundles in our lists rather than omit them. This is because these bundles convey a range of grammatical structures and discourse functions that can reflect the specificity of the genre and also give valuable clues to the differences between two corpora (e.g. the vessel was hit in the MAIR-JP; reproduced from admiralty chart in the MAIR-EN, etc). Hence the minimal revision of the bundles can help keep it as authentic as possible. The results of manual filtering, including the numbers of lexical bundles before and after refinement, are listed in Table 4 .
Corpus
Before Since filtering is operated by personal judgment, different views would inevitably occur during this process. For inter-rater analysis, the kappa statistic was chosen to measure agreement between the two researchers. It is shown that there are high degrees of agreement between two raters on reserving or removing certain bundles in both corpora (the kappa value is 0.91 for the MAIR-EN corpus and 0.89 for the MAIR-JP corpus), which implies that the two researchers were highly consistent with the initial bundle lists generated during this process. In cases of disagreement, researchers negotiated each case until they reached full agreement.
Inter-rater reliability for qualitative analysis
Once bundle lists were finalized, the last step was qualitative investigation of lexical bundles, including both structural and functional analysis. Again, the structural and functional types of lexical bundles were manually classified by the two researchers. The ratings of all classifications were aggregated and subjected to statistical analyses in order to assess the inter-rater reliability. The kappa values in both situations are > 0.75 (0.85 for structural classification and 0.81 for functional classification), which fall within a satisfactory level of reliability.
Similarly, researchers discussed each case of disagreement to reach full agreement.
Statistical tests for lexical bundle comparison
One statistical test employed in this study is the log-likelihood (LL) statistic (Paul Rayson's online log-likelihood calculator is available on the UCREL 3 website at http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html).
Specifically, it is performed to determine the statistical significance of 3 UCREL stands for University Center for Computer Corpus Research on Language.
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Although statistics such as LL test and chi-square test are both ''useful for comparing the relative frequency of words or phrases'' across corpora (Simpson-Vlach and Ellis 2010: 492) , LL test has some preferable advantages.
First, it does not necessarily require that the corpus data are normally distributed, which is the case of natural language (McEnery, Xiao, and Tono 2006) . Second, it has been empirically proved as an effective measure for finding terms with low frequency in a corpus, yet in these cases chi-square test is invalid (Daille 1995; Dunning 1993) . Based on the above, we believe that it is appropriate to adopt the LL test in our study since the counts of lexical bundles for certain types are low, such as lexical bundles functioning as text deictic in the MAIR-JP corpus and subject-specific bundles referring to equipments in the MAIR-EN corpus.
In addition, the standardized residual method is also adopted in this study with the purpose of identifying which functional types make a statistically significant contribution to the differences across the two corpora. The value of standardized residuals (R) is calculated in a chi-square contingency table, where the residual (difference between the observed and expected count of each cell) is divided by its standard deviation. By doing the calculations above, this measure is believed to discover "which cells contribute the most, and which contribute the least" (Lamart 2013 ). In the present study, this step was undertaken through SPSS version 21.0 (IBM Corp 2012) and the results are presented in the next section.
Results and discussion
Lexical bundle Lists in MAIR-EN versus MAIR-JP corpus
The above criteria yielded 134 four-word bundles in the MAIR-EN corpus and 430 counterparts in the MAIR-JP corpus, whose smaller dataset generates more lexical bundles. The result seems to indicate that the Japanese professionals use a considerably wider range of four-word bundles than do the English professionals. However it needs to be interpreted with caution, since one 116 Se-Eun Jhang ･ Sungkuk Kim ･ Yilian Qi possible reason lies in the discrepancy of corpus size. As reported by Chen and Baker (2010) , a large corpus usually elicits higher converted raw frequencies and wider distribution which could lead to less retrieval of recurrent multi-word sequences. Therefore, the number of lexical bundles extracted from the MAIR-EN corpus is much less than that from the MAIR-JP corpus because of large corpus size.
A comparison of two bundle lists also allows us to discern that there are 36 lexical bundles shared by both groups of writers. This implies that the way English authors use lexical bundles is, to a large extent, different from Japanese counterparts. Except for this, no other comparisons of the bundle lists were undertaken at this step, as it is suggested that comparisons would be better made on the level of bundles' structural and functional characteristics instead of the direct comparisons of any specific bundle lists (Pan，Reppen, and Biber 2016). A reason for this is that the structural and functional features of lexical bundles are less influenced by the corpus designs and identification procedures, and hence can provide more valuable insights. Enlightened by this previous research, the retrieved bundles were subjected to structural and functional analyses and the following sections mainly demonstrate the differences in these two aspects.
Comparison of structural types of lexical bundles across two corpora
Comparison of distribution of structural categories across two corpora
The structural analysis was based mainly on the taxonomy proposed by Biber
Joansson, Leech, Conrad, and Finegan (1999) for describing structural correlates of lexical bundles in academic prose. It was then supplemented by the "verb phrase with active verb" category taken from conversation register (Biber et al. 1999 ) to more fully represent the patterns that emerged from the data in Table   5 below. In order to provide a clear route for discussion, this categorization scheme (14 categories in total) was further grouped into three broader categories:
"NP-based", "VP-based" and "PP-based" following Chen and Baker (2010) .
NP-based and PP-based bundles include noun phrases and prepositional phrases,
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while VP-based bundles refer to "word combinations with a verb component" (Chen and Baker 2010: 35) . 4806 (2594) 1415 (764) 2780 (1501) 6409 ( 2935 (1584) 2687 (1450) 3058 ( (172) 741 (400) 196 (106) 350 (189) 889 (480) 163 (88) 3208 ( As shown in Table 5 , there are great differences between the two corpora in When looking at the proportional distributions across three structural categories, differences between two groups of authors could also be detected. In the following sections, the differences between the two corpora in each structural category will be elaborated.
Comparison of NP-based structural category across two corpora
Close scrutiny of NP-based category in both corpora reveals that "NP with of-phrase fragment" pattern made up the majority of this structural type, as shown in Table 6 , and the frame "the + Noun + of the/a" was used as the most productive frame under this structural pattern. By further examining the use of the frame "the + Noun + of the/a" in each corpus, significant difference is found between the two groups of writers. That is, compared with English writers, the Japanese professionals not only used this frame relatively more frequently, but also employed a wider range of variants/nouns to fill in the frame.
This finding is illustrated in Table 7 Table 7 . Variants of the frame 'the + Noun + of + the/a' across two corpora
As can be seen in the Table, the normalized frequency of the frame in the MAIR-JP corpus is 3,035 per million words (pmw), while it occurs only 1,014 times (pmw) in the MAIR-EN corpus. The log-likelihood test comparing these two numbers indicates that this frame is statistically overused by Japanese reporters. It is also noticeable from 
Comparison of PP-based structural category across two corpora
In terms of PP-based bundles, the study corpora still exhibit many differences between each other, as shown in Table 8 . 2) Other prepositional phrase fragment 57% 48% 73% 64% (Biber and Conrad., 2009) , it can be inferred that for Japanese writers, the pattern of VP with that-clause fragments is a straightforward and perhaps more accessible way to express their stance towards the information. The following sentences extracted from the MAIR-JP corpus illustrate this point.
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It is probable that Master B was in good physical health when the accident happened.
It is also considered somewhat likely that the foreman measured the O 2 concentration by himself from around 07:50 to around 08:05.
About 0300, the chief officer arrived on the bridge to take over the navigational
watch.(MAIR-ENcorpus)
The purpose of the analysis is to determine the contributory causes and circumstances of the accident as a basis for making recommendations to prevent similar accidents occurring in the future.
(MAIR-EN corpus)
The master said that, because of the severe weather leading up to the accident, he had last slept on Tuesday morning, more than 48 hours before the
accident. (MAIR-EN corpus)
Master A put the helm to port in a step by step manner: first 10° and then
20°. (MAIR-JP corpus)
At about 0739, while Vessel B was turning to port, the starboard center hull The presence of VP-based bundles with active verbs stands out in both corpora, which deserves further investigation. As shown in Table 5 2) Attitudinal/modality stance (it is desirable that)
560 (302) 295 (159) 8600 ( 3355 (1811) 2145 (1157) 3295 (1779) -
(1878)
4811 (6557)* 2368 (3227)* 56 (76)* Table 9 . Functional distribution of lexical bundles across two MAIR corpora
Comparison of functional types of lexical bundles across two corpora
Comparison of distribution of functional types across two corpora
Lexical bundles used by English writers versus Japanese professionals were compared for their typical discourse functions based on the classification developed by Biber, Conrad, and Cortes (2004) . A category of "subject-specific bundles" is added to the framework in order to classify the lexical bundles which are relating to the topic of the texts but their functions had not been identified by the established taxonomy. The additional category was then subdivided into four groups, namely, people, institutions, vessels, and equipment, on the basis of the entities they referred to. Table 9 provides a comprehensive classification of discourse functions, in which four main categories with 15 subcategories are involved. Similar to the comparison of structural distribution across two corpora discussed in the previous subsection 4.2.1, the statistical differences in the use of each functional type by two groups of writers were also ascertained by a log-likelihood test.
The results are presented in Table 9 as well.
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Subjectspecific bundles 11) people (the officer of the) 12) Regulations (port marine safety code) 13) Vessels (that the vessel was)
14) Institutions (maritime and coastguard agency)
15) Equipments (the main engine to)
819 (442) 814 (439) 372 (201) 1520 (820) 74 (40) 1362 ( Table 10 . Functional distribution of lexical bundles across two MAIR corpora
As shown in Table 10 , all functional types are statistically overused by Japanese reporters, except for the discourse function of intangible framing attributes. It can therefore be concluded that the overuse tendency of Japanese writers is still obvious in the functional distribution of lexical bundles.
When considering which functional categories contribute the most to the difference between the corpora, we calculated the value of standardized residuals (R) in a chi-square contingency table, as shown in Table 11 . As Table 11 illustrates, there is a significant difference in the functional distribution of bundle tokens between two corpora at the 0.05 level (χ 2 = 24.623, p<0.001), which is in accordance with the result obtained by a log-likelihood test.
More importantly, it is found that R values for the cells of stance bundles and referential bundles in the MAIR-EN corpus are -3.7 and 2.1. Both are greater than 1.96 in absolute value suggesting that these two functional types make a statistically significant contribution to the difference.
Based on the above findings, further investigations were carried out only within these two categories rather than all three functions. The results will be discussed in the following subsections.
Comparison of stance bundles across two corpora
Stance bundles were commonly used by both groups of writers. They are extremely common in the MAIR-JP corpus, ranking as the largest category among all functions. This means that Japanese writers rely heavily on stance bundles when writing MAIR. When looking at the distribution characteristics within the category of stance bundles, it is noticeable that epistemic bundles were preferred by both groups of writers to express stance. Such evidence can be found from the proportions that epistemic bundles take in both corpora, as seen in As shown in Table 12 , epistemic bundles make up the majority of stance bundles in the MAIR-EN corpus, having percentages at 67% of bundle types and 76% of bundle tokens respectively. More strikingly, it holds an absolutely dominant position among stance bundles in the MAIR-JP corpus, accounting for 94% of bundle types and 99% of bundle tokens. Given that epistemic bundles are used to "comment on the knowledge status of the information in the following proposition" (Biber, Conrad, and Cortes 2004) , the preference for such bundles can be understood as a preferred form that both groups adopted to assess accidents based on investigation results. Beyond that, all epistemic bundles in two corpora were also found to be impersonal, such as it is likely that, it is possible that, it is considered probable that, it is considered somewhat likely, etc, which indicates that both groups of writers laid emphasis on minimizing the imposition of their opinions when expressing assessments.
Another interesting finding concerning epistemic bundles is that none of the expressions are shared by the two groups of writers. For instance, lexical bundles embedded with probable were commonly employed by Japanese writers to express their tentative stance (e.g. it is probable that, it is considered probable, etc.). On the other hand, similar expressions do not occur in the MAIR-EN corpus.
Instead, epistemic bundles containing possible were frequently used by English writers to mitigate the proposition (e.g. it is possible that).
Even though some lexical bundles incorporate the same word, the two groups of writers constructed them quite differently. Examples can be found from the usage of lexical bundles containing likely. In the MAIR-EN corpus, one bundle type it is likely that was employed by the English reporters to hedge their statements. However, among all the likely bundles used by Japanese writers, the adverb somewhat always co-occurred with likely as a pre-modifier to express a low degree of certainty about the accidents being investigated, as seen 
Comparison of referential bundles across two corpora
As discussed above, another noticeable functional difference between MAIR-EN and MAIR-JP corpus appears in the category of referential bundles.
Within the MAIR-JP corpus, a comparison across all subcategories indicated that lexical bundles functioning as tangible frames, time and place references were used much more than other discourse functions, as seen in figure 2 below. As the primary functions of these types of referential bundles are to make direct reference to physical entities, time and places or to single out the natural attributes of the entities (Biber, Conrad, and Cortes 2004) , it can be inferred that English reporters tend to focus on analyzing the accident occurrences when writing MAIR. In particular, they place emphasis on determining the relationship between any specific causes/conditions and results, which may be considered one of the major distinctions from the Japanese reporters' writing.
Conclusion
This study attempted to understand the lexical bundles constructed by Beyond that, they demonstrate better control expressing the degree of doubt and certainty than Japanese writers.
Notably, two groups of writers also display similarities in the use of some types of lexical bundles, which are able to reflect the special characteristics of MAIR genre. First, active verbs are commonly used by two groups of writers, indicating that the communicative purpose of MAIR genre does not simply lie in reporting the accidents. Rather, it focuses on highlighting the information about what or who caused or performed the activity. Meanwhile, the wide use of epistemic bundles in both corpora reflects that accident evaluation is also a significant part of MAIR genre. When expressing assessments, both groups of writers display a tendency to mitigate the imposition of their opinions.
These findings not only provide insights into the nature of how lexical bundles are used by authors from different linguistic backgrounds in the genre of MAIR but also are likely to raise the readers' awareness of the existing varieties within the genre and offer them easy access to MAIR.
Finally, it has to be admitted that there are some unavoidable limitations of this study, one of which is that the reasons for differences between Japanese and English professionals are not delved in depth. The study might have been more fruitful if it had discussed the conceptual and cultural motivations behind these 132 Se-Eun Jhang ･ Sungkuk Kim ･ Yilian Qi discrepancies, since any forms of language and linguistic choices are believed to bear its cultural implication.
